Inhibition of PKA blocks fibroblast migration in response to growth factors.
Cell migration requires precise coordination of many signaling pathways to achieve directed motility. We report here that NIH3T3 fibroblasts expressing a dominant negative PKA subunit (dnPKA) show diminished migration in response to serum or growth factors. This effect is not a general effect on cell motility, but rather a decreased capacity to enhance migration in response to stimuli. Control (neo) and dnPKA cells show very similar haptotactic migration toward fibronectin, but dnPKA cells show reduced stimulation of migration in response to EGF/PDGF or serum. These effects were not due to alterations in cell growth or adhesion to fibronectin. Forskolin, which elevates cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels, dramatically inhibited neo cell motility in a scrape migration assay, although dnPKA cell migration was unaffected. The MEK selective inhibitor U0126 and the phosphatidyl-inositol-3 kinase (PI3K) inhibitor LY294002 inhibited migrating neo cells and were able to further inhibit residual dnPKA cell migration. Our data show that intermediate or well-controlled levels of PKA activity are required for optimal growth factor-stimulated migration in fibroblasts. PKA may play an important role in the signaling processes that lead to motility.